Hagos Skid Pad
The ???? Skid pad is being made by SOTIC out of ???? California. The pad is made of
???? with a anti skid material. The pad is ????? x ???? and is easily attached to the for
end of your rifle stock by two pieces of heavy duty Velcro. This simple to attach pad is
a very important piece of gear to a shooter. When shooting off a hard surface it is very
important for a shooter to pad the stock of there rifle on the hard surface. By doing so
you stop the jumping and bouncing of the rifle off the rest and this will also allow the
rifle to recoil straight back into the shooter and allow for a faster follow up shot or allow
the shooter to spot the rounds impact. In many tactical situations or in tactical shooting
matches shooters are asked to shoot off of various shooting platforms such as windows,
barricades, pipes, logs and vehicles. With the pad in place it allows the shooter to
quickly move their weapon from one position to another and not have to worry about
setting up or retrieving a bag or cloth that’s set they’re to pad the rifle. The pad not only
helps take the bouncing out of the rifle but it also protects the rifles stock form damage
from the shooting platform.
Another interesting feature is the 4 tabs that are sewn into the corners of the pad that can
be used to secure and setup the rifle for helicopter platform or maritime operations.
I have also found that with the pad in place and shooting unsupported shooting positions
that the pad helps me get a natural grip on the rifle when getting into these shooting
positions.
You can get the ???? pad from SOTIC

